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Educational activity 

 

During my training at RSHU I attended  a series of hydrological disciplines: 

"Dynamics of flow and channel processes", "Hydrological calculations (stream 

runoff)", "Water management and regulation of river flows", "Aerospace methods 

of the natural environment investigations ", "Hydrological forecasts" 

"Hydrotechnics and Melioration", "Dangerous hydrological phenomena", 

"Economics of hydrometeorological providing production activity".  At the end of 

the course "Hydrological calculations" I presented a course project. 

As for me, the system of higher education in RSHU differs from the ENU 

one: much more academic hours are allocated for lectures, available laboratory 

helps to obtain more of practical skills, and, of course, teaching staff is much more 

numerous: for example, there is a separate faculty which includes four different 

departments for the specialty of "Hydrology".  

 

Leisure time 

 

Memories and impressions about St.Petersburg , about 5 months carried out 

there are the most bright and warm. During my time spent there, the city full of life 

and breath of history has become for me a really close. 

Its special atmosphere, style and deliberation, which are peculiar to this city, 

give some serenity and spiritual harmony, due to all these here you may feel 

yourself very comfortable and cozy. 

Ah, that wonderful Neva’s view which makes the heart soared and fills lungs 

with the breath of indescribable happiness! All this esthetic beauty of the city 

pleases your entire being, and at the same time it is carrying you away into the 

depths of the past. 

St.Petersburg presented me a lot of great, sometimes difficult, but 

unforgettable moments. They are fascinating hiking tours and informative 

excursions, travel and acquaintances, fanny parties, and, of course, studies, which 

took the central point in my life during these 5 months.  

I'm happy because I had the opportunity to study at a great university, which 

many famous hydrologists had graduated during 85 years from its establishment. 

Of course, these 5 months in St. Petersburg I will never forget! 

For all this I am grateful to my parents, lecturers and staff of RSHU and 

ENU. 
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